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From Black Power to Hip Hop:
Discussing Race, Policing, and the Fourth Amendment Through the “War on” Paradigm

Donald F. Tibbs*

Checks out the message in its rough stylee, the real criminals are the C-O-P.¹
KRS-One

I’m not the other color so police think, they have the authority to kill a minority.²
N.W.A.

Son do you know what I’m stopping you for? Cause I’m young and I’m black and my hats real low, do I look like a mind reader sir, I don’t know?³
Jay-Z

I. INTRODUCTION

Despite the longstanding history of race in America, the twenty-first
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*Associate Professor of Law, Drexel University Earle Mack School of Law, J.D., University of Pittsburgh, Ph.D., Arizona State University, L.L.M., University of Wisconsin Law School. This Article is based on a presentation delivered at the symposium WAR ON . . . THE FALLOUT OF DECLARING WAR ON SOCIAL ISSUES, hosted by The Journal of Gender, Race & Justice at the University of Iowa College of Law. I owe special thanks to the members of The Journal of Gender, Race & Justice for their inspiration, hard work, and commitment to my presentation and this Article. I owe special thanks to my editor Mikaela Shotwell for her tireless contributions to my edits and to my research assistant Hiromi Sanders for her countless hours spent on improving this Article. I would also like to thank my dean, Roger Dennis, of the Earle Mack School of Law, who encourages me to be “tough minded” in my scholarship in the pursuit of racial justice. Finally, I would like to thank Hip Hop, which serves as my muse and inspires me far greater than any other earthly experience.


2. N.W.A., Fuck tha Police, on STRAIGHT OUTTA COMPTON (Ruthless Records 1988).

century curiously purports to be an era of post-racialism.\textsuperscript{4} As support, it points to the first State of the Union address ever given by an African American President, Barack Obama.\textsuperscript{5} President Obama’s ascendance acknowledges our racial progress, but it is far from an uncomplicated celebratory milieu.\textsuperscript{6} While it is true that the convergence of racial progress and multicultural democracy marks this historical moment, claiming we are indeed post-racial overstates our reliance upon its significance. Rather than destabilize the basic notions of white superiority, the significance that we have a Black\textsuperscript{7} president, and thus the claim that we are post-racial, actually reinvigorates what Professor Joy James called “the disciplinary narratives of anti-black racism.”\textsuperscript{8}

Taking stock in this instance, however, means recognizing how the rise of Obama raises the specter of racial uplift by way of the redeployment of racist tropes of Black criminality. He is nominated, runs, and wins a presidential election not because of his Blackness, in which he represents the whole spectrum of Black social and political existence, but because his brand of Blackness is the “other”—the palpable, tolerable, embraceable


\textsuperscript{5} 	extit{Tell Me More: Are We Living in a Post-Racial America?}, NPR (Feb. 11, 2009), available at http://www.npr.org/templates/transcript/transcript.php?storyId=100557180 (providing the transcript of the interview). In the opening interview Michel Martin claims:

\[ \text{[F]ew will argue this point – the election of Barack Obama as president signals changing times in how many Americans think about race. Some might argue that the election of the first African-American president indicates that race dialogue is now meaningless and perhaps even destructive, but others argue that the real challenge is to talk about race in a more constructive fashion.} \]

\textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{6} Joy James, 	extit{Campaigns Against “Blackness”: Criminality, Incivility, and Election to Executive Office}, 36 CRITICAL SOC. 25 (2010) [hereinafter James, Campaigns].

\textsuperscript{7} In this Article, I capitalize the term “Black” when used as an adjective or proper noun and when I refer to people of African descent individually or collectively. I do so for the reasons proffered by Critical Race Theory scholars Kimberlé Williams Crenshaw and Neil Gotanda. Professor Crenshaw stated, “Blacks like Asians [and] Latinos . . . constitute a specific cultural group and, as such, require denotation as a proper noun.” Kimberlé Williams Crenshaw, 	extit{Race, Reform, and Retrenchment: Transformation and Legitimation in Antidiscrimination Law}, 101 HARV. L. REV. 1331, 1332 n.2 (1988). Professor Gotanda also stresses the importance of capitalizing the term “Black” on the basis that it “has deep political and social meaning as a liberating term.” Neil Gotanda, 	extit{A Critique of “Our Constitution Is Color-Blind,”} 44 STAN. L. REV. 1, 4 (1991).

\textsuperscript{8} James, Campaigns, supra note 6, at 26.
Black man who represents the proudest moment in colorblind ideology: the ability of young African Americans to pull themselves up by their own bootstraps. In other words, Obama rises because of pathological Blackness, not in spite of it. This is not to understimate President Obama’s qualification for the position, although many have tried.\textsuperscript{9} But as Professor Fred Moten explains, “[t]he cultural and political discourse on black pathology has been so pervasive that it could be said to constitute the background against which all representations of blacks, blackness, or (the color) black take place.”\textsuperscript{10} Stock taking in this context, then, means dealing with the contradictions of the present state of America, of Obama’s post-racial America, in terms of how white supremacy constitutes the basis not only for white identity but for Black subjectivity as well.

But the fashioning of Black existence within the framework of post-racialism presupposes a significant recognition about state power: how can we assess this state of dis-union through an understanding of the nexus between America’s war on social issues and popular culture? In particular, how is post-racial America affected by this nation’s longstanding war on Blackness, ranging from the Black Power Era to the era of Hip Hop?\textsuperscript{11} How does the state’s power to control the narrative of race demonstrate its ongoing efficacy in both classifying crimes and who is criminal? More importantly, what are some of the insidious ways in which state power

\textsuperscript{9}The attacks on President Obama’s qualifications for President of the United States have mostly been fueled by conspiracy theories ranging from his birth qualifications to his intellectual aptitude. Some of the strongest language appeared in London-based news source The Telegraph, quoting retired U.S. Major General Carroll Childers, who compared Obama to “‘Hitler, Stalin, Saddam, Mao, and Kim Jong Il.’” Alex Spillius, Barack Obama Fights Presidential Eligibility Claims, TELEGRAPH, Mar. 2, 2009, http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/barackobama/4929005/Barack-Obama-fights-presidential-eligibility-claims.html. According to Childers, “He is an interloper, a [sic] usurper, a fake, a scam artist, a Chicago crook, a recipient of bribes and gratuitous income for which he paid no tax, a socialist (perhaps only a communist or Marxist), and a grave danger to the future of the America that I love and have protected since I was 17 years old.”

\textsuperscript{10}Fred Moten, The Case of Blackness, 50 CRITICISM 177, 177 (2008); see also FRED MOTEN, IN THE BREAK: THE AESTHETICS OF THE BLACK RADICAL TRADITION (2003) (arguing that all Black performance—culture, politics, sexuality, identity, and Blackness itself—is improvisation).

\textsuperscript{11}For an excellent source on the political connections between Black Power ideology and Hip Hop identity, see PATRICIA HILL COLLINS, FROM BLACK POWER TO HIP HOP: RACISM, NATIONALISM, AND FEMINISM (2006). While Collins’s book mostly focuses on the connection between African American nationalism and feminism, her work is insightful in explaining how the waning years of Black Nationalism associated with the Black Power Era have been replaced with structuring identities through pop culture, associated with the Hip Hop Era. See id.
moves under the cover of darkness? I maintain a key component for understanding the “fallout” of declaring war on social issues and its impact on young people of color is the recognition that the state is most effective where it is least visible for example, in the trajectory of American law.

Contesting racial progress is not an easy task. After all, most Americans embrace the idea that our racial tolerance today is considerably different from the past: that the old vanguard of American racism is dead and buried, and racial enlightenment has risen from the fiery ashes of de jure and de facto segregation obliterated by 1960s civil rights struggles. While there may be some value to that argument, strict regimentation begs the question: racial enlightenment according to whom? In order to contest racial progress we must approach the discussion honestly. In other words, we need to locate these new discussions about post-racialism in the old discourse of colorblindness, which itself needs situating in terms of the state’s naked criminality against the liberation fighters of the Black Power Era.

Post-racialists, of course, would have us believe that the landmark ruling in Brown v. Board of Education and the passage of the Civil Rights Acts of 1964, the Voting Rights Act of 1965, and the Fair Housing Act of 1968, effectively made racism a thing of the past. In other words, law not only officially outlawed racism, but it also reframed its abrogation with

---


14. Haney López, Colorblind, supra note 4. According to Professor Haney López, “[a]s a framework for comprehending and maneuvering around race, post-racialism must be assessed against the dominant racial ideology of our time—colorblindness.” Id. at 808.


irrefutable evidence of Black equality, most specifically, with the presence of more Blacks in high profile careers. But that characterization misses the mark. Because white civil society in this country has “long considered black people to be weapons of mass destruction,” the increasing presence of Black men in prominent positions should indeed give us pause. The persistence of racial inequality is not so easily replaced because a few Blacks have poked through America’s glass ceiling in law, politics, and business. Instead, racial inequities, namely in policing and punishment, still overwhelmingly prevail. In fact, the ongoing discourse of post-racialism actually makes it difficult to discern the ongoing reality of anti-Blackness in American law. Campaigns, such as “get tough” on crime, wage a “war on drugs,” and “increase our border security” adopt colorblind language, but their targets are almost overwhelmingly Black and Brown people. Simply, the effect of post-racial ideology on racial progress is to render racism illegitimate and suspect by definition, hence the use of the phrase “playing the race card” anytime a person of color simply points to the most mundane and obvious moments of racism in the post-Civil Rights Era.

Although Critical Race scholars have interrogated post-racial ideology and its jurisprudence, no one has connected it to its material base: the

20. *See Jared Sexton, Race, Nation, and Empire in a Blackened World, 95 RADICAL HIST. REV. 250, 250–61 (2006).*


27. *For such scholarship, see supra note 4; see also MICHELLE ALEXANDER, THE NEW JIM CROW: MASS INCARCERATION IN THE AGE OF COLORBLINDNESS (2010); CHARLES LAWRENCE & MARI MATSUEDA, WE WON’T GO BACK: MAKING THE CASE FOR AFFIRMATIVE ACTION (1997); GEORGE LIPZITZ, THE POSSESSIVE INVESTMENT IN WHITENESS (1998).*
historiography of the late 1960s Black Power Era where the dirty work of an anti-Black state apparatus was deeply mired in extra-legal activities. During the Black Power Era, from 1966 through 1980, the state pursued two primary strategies in repressing the Black liberation struggle: to criminalize Black expressions of sovereignty and to criminally assault Black people everywhere.\textsuperscript{28} The FBI’s clandestine counterintelligence program, COINTELPRO, was a central means toward this end\textsuperscript{29} and should be a requisite study for all generations. Fraudulent prosecutions and assassinations of Black leaders and rank and file activists were coupled with the mundane killings of everyday Black folk by the police.\textsuperscript{30} Between 1966 and 1969, the federal government engaged in numerous counterintelligence operations against Black liberation organizations and their leaders.\textsuperscript{31} Between 1971 and 1973, nearly 1000 Black people were killed by law enforcement.\textsuperscript{32} This is a higher rate of state-sanctioned death—over one police murder per day for three years—than during the height of anti-Black lynchings around the turn of the twentieth century.\textsuperscript{33}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{28} Cf. Dhoruba Bin Wahad et al., Still Black, Still Strong: Survivors of the U.S. War Against Black Revolutionaries (Jim Fletcher et al. eds., 1993) (arguing that the New York Panther 21 case was a conspiracy against Black revolutionaries in general and the Black Panther Party in particular).
\item \textsuperscript{29} The origins and various activities of COINTELPRO are well-documented. See, e.g., Ward Churchill & Jim Vander Wall, Agents of Repression: The FBI’s Secret Wars Against the Black Panther Party and the American Indian Movement (2002); see also Paul Wolf, COINTELPRO, www.cointelpro.org, www.icdc.com/~paulwolf/cointelpro/cointel.htm (last visited Sept. 13, 2011) (providing an invaluable online resource on COINTELPRO compiled by attorney Paul Wolf, whose law practice focuses on international and human rights law).
\item \textsuperscript{31} A perfect example of the attack on Black liberation organizations is the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s countermeasure against the famed Black Panther Party. Under its directive, Black Nationalist-Hate Groups, the FBI used COINTELPRO to develop a prosecution theory against the Panthers. As Frank J. Donner notes in his book, The Age of Surveillance, “[w]ith its 360 operations, the Black Nationalist-Hate Groups program was second in size only to the COINTELPRO-CPUSA,” which related to the program against the Communist Party. Further, Donner notes that the Black Panther Party was “the subject of 233 out of 295 (79 percent) authorized black nationalist COINTELPRO actions.” Frank Donner, The Age of Surveillance: The Aims and Methods of America’s Political Intelligence System 212, 221 (1980).
\item \textsuperscript{33} Robin D.G. Kelley, Slangin’ Rocks . . . Palestinian Style: Dispatches from the Occupied Zones of North America, in Police Brutality: An Anthology 27, 29 (Jill Nelson ed., 2000). Also, for documentation of the state’s involvement in the assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr., see William Pepper, An Act of State: The Execution of Martin Luther King, Jr. (2003).
\end{itemize}
From Black Power to Hip Hop

To all that’s been said thus far about post-racialism, I wish to add this: the discourse on post-racialism emerges from a context of profound anxiety and self-consciousness about the ongoing brutality of the law’s relationship to Black Americans. The assiduous insistence on defining racism as merely individual acts of bias betrays a desire to hide the reality of structural violence and institutionalized forms of discrimination. Whereas post-racialism emerged out of a raw and violent period of social protest and state repression, seeking to transform the meaning of these struggles from a historic political context to merely a matter of criminality, legal discourse on post-racialism appears after four decades of law and order retrenchment. The memory of the social movements, of the state’s naked criminality, and of the law as a space of open contestation has waned. So, also, has the memory of a racial discourse that was actually grounded in reality. Post-racialism, therefore, is really about a desire by whites to move this society into a post-Black people era. It ignores the insatiable demands of the Black community and denies the ways in which Black existence is a reminder of state violence. Simply, post-racialism hopes Black people will stop being Black.

While new generations of young people are raised under conditions that are considerably worse than those faced prior to the post-Civil Rights Era, both liberal and conservative whites appear eager to “move on”—to disregard, with finality, the historical context that produced today’s miserable conditions. The generation I refer to is the children of the Black Power activists of the 1960s and 1970s, the children who came of age in the 1980s and 1990s, and were bequeathed revolutionary ideals in a post-revolutionary age. This generation also faced a society in which changes in

See generally Cedric Robinson, Black Movements in America (1997).


35. See generally Michael Selmi, Understanding Discrimination in a “Post-Racial” World, 32 Cardozo L. Rev. 833 (2010) (suggesting that President Obama’s election to the President of the United States is not an indicator that discrimination is no longer a factor in legal, social, or economic arenas); see also Haney López, Colorblind, supra note 4.

36. Darryl Fears, Civil Rights Groups See Gradual End of Their Era, Wash. Post, Apr. 5, 2008, at A01. According to Fears, “Forty years after the Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr. was assassinated . . . the storied organizations that propelled the modern-day civil rights movement . . . are either struggling to stay relevant or struggling to stay alive.” Id.

37. A perfect example of a Hip Hop artist who was deeply connected to Black Power Era revolutionaries and politics was Tupac Shakur, better known by his Hip Hop nom de plume, 2Pac. Before his untimely and devastating 1996 murder, a case that Las Vegas police has yet to solve, he was a world-renowned star of Hip Hop. His namesake, Tupac Amaru II, was a Peruvian revolutionary who led an indigenous uprising against Spain and was subsequently executed.
the political economy have reduced employment and education opportunities forever, state restructuring abetted rather than ameliorated poverty, conservative jurisprudence facilitated draconian public policy, and Cold War foreign policy translated into war-making against people of color throughout the Third World. This generation of Black and Brown youth would come to be called gangsters, thugs, and hoodlums, while they would come to call themselves “the Hip Hop generation.”

Shakur’s mother, Afeni Shakur and his father, Billy Garland, were active members of the Black Panther Party and both involved in the landmark New York Panther 21 case. Additionally, his aunt is Assata Shakur, better known as Joanne Chesimard, and his godfather is Geronimo Pratt, also known as Geronimo ji-Jaga. They were both members of the Black Panther Party as well. In his 1992 song, Changes, released posthumously, 2Pac accounts for the presence of the Black Panther Party in attempting to “change” the world. The lyrics of the song read:

I see no changes. Wake up in the morning and I ask myself,
“Is life worth living? Should I blast myself?”
I’m tired of bein’ poor and even worse I’m black.
My stomach hurts, so I’m lookin’ for a purse to snatch.
Cops give a damn about a negro? Pull the trigger, kill a nigga, he’s a hero.
Give the crack to the kids who the hell cares? One less hungry mouth on the welfare.
First ship ‘em dope & let ‘em deal the brothers.
Give ‘em guns, step back, and watch ‘em kill each other.
“It’s time to fight back,” that’s what Huey said.
2 shots in the dark now Huey’s dead.


38. See generally MIKE DAVIS, PRISONERS OF THE AMERICAN DREAM: POLITICS AND ECONOMY IN THE HISTORY OF THE U.S. WORKING CLASS (1986) (arguing progressive policies have failed the American working class); ROBIN D.G. KELLEY, YO MAMA’S DISFUNKTIONAL!: FIGHTING THE CULTURE WARS IN URBAN AMERICA (1998) (stating widespread misunderstandings of Black culture contribute to the inability to legislate social policy to save America’s inner cities); MELVIN L. OLIVER & THOMAS M. SHAPIRO, BLACK WEALTH/WHITE WEALTH: A NEW PERSPECTIVE ON RACIAL INEQUALITY (1997) (arguing that the disparities between Black and white upward mobility are related to economic inequalities as much as racial inequalities); NIKHIL PAL SINGH, BLACK IS A COUNTRY: RACE AND THE UNFINISHED STRUGGLE FOR DEMOCRACY (2004) (arguing the current demand for colorblind policy is a product of the steady erosion of the legacy of the unfinished struggles against white supremacy).

39. BAKARI KITWANA, THE HIP HOP GENERATION: YOUNG BLACKS AND THE CRISIS IN AFRICAN AMERICAN CULTURE 4–5 (2002). According to Kitwana, the Hip Hop generation is comprised of “those young African Americans born between 1965 and 1984 who came of age in the eighties and nineties and who share a specific set of values and attitudes.” Id. at 4.
From Black Power to Hip Hop

The 1980s, the beginning of the post-Civil Rights Era of colorblindness and formal legal equality, saw an increase in structural violence that hit Black communities the hardest. The portion of Black children living in poverty during this decade increased from 41.2 to 43.7 percent. The increase in child poverty is directly related to deindustrialization and state restructuring. By the 1980s, the rise of the financial industry and the decline in manufacturing meant a devastating loss in stable working-class jobs, a decline in real wages for all working people, and a rise in part-time, low-wage, dead-end service-sector jobs. Fifty percent of Black males employed in the manufacturing sector in five Midwest states lost their jobs as a result of deindustrialization between 1979 and 1984. Consequently, between 1965 and 1990, Black family income fell fifty percent, and Black youth unemployment quadrupled. Although popular discourse pathologized the Black family for the problems it faced during these times, the shifts in the political economy clearly meant that parents’ material conditions to provide for their children had seriously deteriorated.

State restructuring over the course of the 1980s and 1990s undermined Civil Rights Era progress in substantial ways. It ended welfare and affirmative action, rolled back many basic social services, and established a new reliance on criminal justice to create and deal with the predictable problems connected to joblessness and poverty. During this period of social change, the children of the former Black revolutionaries came to

41. Id. at 160–61.
42. Id.
43. Id.
44. The discourse demonizing the Black family for these shifts in the political economy, the restructuring of the state, and ongoing racial oppression were integral to accomplishing these historic political changes. The public hysteria about “welfare queens” and “crack babies” illustrates the ways in which colorblind racism fortifies the anti-Blackness of the post-Civil Rights Era. See, e.g., Lubiano, Black Ladies, supra note 12, at 323–63; Dorothy E. Roberts, Punishing Drug Addicts Who Have Babies: Women of Color, Equality, and the Right of Privacy, 104 HARV. L. REV. 1419, 1419–21 (1991); DOROTHY ROBERTS, KILLING THE BLACK BODY: RACE, REPRODUCTION, AND THE MEANING OF LIBERTY (1997).
45. For an excellent discussion on the impact of state restructuring and the impact it had on Black upward mobility by turning pleasure into profit, see Robin D.G. Kelley, Playing for Keeps: Pleasure and Profit on the Postindustrial Playground, in THE HOUSE THAT RACE BUILT: ORIGINAL ESSAYS FROM TONI MORRISON, ANGELA Y. DAVIS, CORNEL WEST, AND OTHERS ON BLACK AMERICANS AND POLITICS IN AMERICA TODAY 195, 195–231 (Wahneema Lubiano ed., 1997). In his article, Kelley argues that Black urban communities are hit hardest by post-industrialization as African Americans experience the physical and emotional barriers presented by the reversal of Civil Rights Era gains through economic restructuring of the nation–state. Id.
know the meaning of race through their experiences of continuing and cumulative discrimination in housing, employment, and education, persistent police brutality, and toxic environmental pollution in their neighborhoods. In other words, unlike their parents’ generation, whose struggles focused on legal equality and deeply entrenched battles against racial segregation, the Hip Hop generation is besieged by a plethora of post-Civil Rights problems, including racial profiling, rising rates of incarceration, poor(er) education, heightened sexual-identity wars, environmental racism, AIDS, and unemployment worsened by the onset of American capitalist globalization, namely job outsourcing to low wage developing countries.

Although Black residents organized their communities throughout the 1960s and 1970s against the violations of civil rights legislation guaranteeing fair housing, fair employment, and educational equity, the post-Civil Rights political imagination is more concerned with the cultural controversies stirred up by the beats, rhymes, graffiti art, dance styles, and posturing emerging from inner-city youth. From “the promises that break by themselves . . . to the breaks with great promise,” the Hip Hop generation rose from the devastation of the state’s war against Black revolutionaries to carry on the tradition of irreverence and creative artistry that has been a central component of Black expressive vernacular culture since at least the “baadman tales” of Jelly Roll Morton in the late nineteenth century and the age-old tradition of “signifying.”

Like the attack on Black politics during the Black Power Era, the attack on politics in rap music—combined with the structural violence of the political economy—narrowed the cultural terrain on which counter-

46. See Lipsitz, supra note 40.


48. See Robin D.G. Kelley, RACE REBELS: CULTURE, POLITICS, AND THE BLACK WORKING CLASS 187 (1996). On the subject of “signifying” as part and parcel of the Black cultural experience, see Guthrie P. Ramsey, Jr., RACE MUSIC: BLACK CULTURE FROM BEBOP TO HIP-HOP 198 (2003). According to Ramsey, “Signifyin(g) as we know it today [is linked] to a modernist shift in black mass consciousness during the postslavery era and to psychological responses to white supremacy and racial segregation.” Id. The process of signifying relates Black self-defensiveness and self-empowerment through “the tool of the human, urban trickster, whose general behavior is symbolized” by using a series of braggadocios lines that metaphorically represent a way of coping with the miserable human conditions. Id.

49. Churchill & Vander Wall, supra note 29; The FBI’S WAR ON BLACK AMERICA (Dennis Mueller & Deb Ellis eds., 1990).

narratives about our present historical moment might address ongoing Black dispossession. By narrowing the field of representation, hardcore lyrics and stereotyped Black maleness become a commodity for purchase, trade, and power. In the absence of political mass movements, revolutionary hardcore or “conscious” rap is difficult to sell. As Professor Joy James explains:

The drive for capital promotes some and curtails other underground narratives: boasting about breaking women = $5; boasting about reading to your two-year-old = $0; romanticizing killing or dying by the young rebel = $5; celebrating the pursuit of old age as irascible rebel = $0. Capital as medium transforms the hardcore into market transactions, that is, into forms of alienation in labor, desire, and politics.

In other words, rapping about shooting, killing, or dominating other Black men is far more lucrative than rapping about how corporate lawyers


52. Id. at 71.

53. For a perfect example of the disconnect between revolutionary hardcore conscious rap and the contemporary mainstream rap, compare KRS-One’s Sound of da Police with Lil’ Wayne’s Mrs. Officer. Both songs begin similarly, with the sound of a police siren, yet they dissimilarly describe resistance to police intervention of the simplest of American freedoms: the right to forward locomotion. KRS-One, a conscious rapper, uses verbal conquest to manage his interdiction, while Lil’ Wayne, a contemporary rapper, uses sexual conquest.

Woop, Woop, that’s the sound of da police,
Woop, woop, that’s the sound of da beast.
Woop, Woop, that’s the sound of da police,
Woop, woop, that’s the sound of da beast.
Stand clear! Don man a-talk
You can’t stand where I stand, you can’t walk where I walk.
Watch out! We run New York,
Police man come, we bust him out the park.
I know this for a fact, you don’t like how I act
You claim I’m sellin’ crack
But you be doin’ that.
I’d rather say “see ya” Cause I would never be ya
Be a officer? You WICKED overseer!

KRS-ONE, Sound of da Police, on RETURN OF THE BOOM BAP (Jive Records 1993);

Wee Ooh Wee Ooh Wee,
Wee Ooh Wee Ooh Wee
Doing a buck (100 mph) in the latest drop (top Ferrari),
I got stopped by a lady cop.
Ha ha . . . she got me thinking I can date a cop
Ha ha . . . cause her uniform pants are so tight
She read me my rights
She put me in the car, she cut off all the lights
She said I had the right to remain silent
I know I got her hollerin’ sounding like a siren

LIL’ WAYNE, Mrs. Officer, on THA CARTER III (Cash Money Records 2008).
in *Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission* colonized the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution to define the corporation as a “legal person,” enabling them to successfully claim that the corporation is entitled to free speech like an actual human being.\(^\text{54}\)

### II. CONTESTING RACIAL PROGRESS: CONNECTING BLACK POWER, HIP HOP, AND THE SALIENCE OF ANTI-BLACKNESS

In the preface to his book, *The Civil Rights Movement and the Logic of Social Change*, Professor Joseph Luders reminds us: “[T]he civil rights struggle changed American democracy in fundamental ways, pushed gross racial inequalities into the national spotlight, and triggered bold federal action.”\(^\text{55}\) But our near obsessive praising of the long Civil Rights Movement, our over dependence on the legal victories in *Brown v. Board of Education*,\(^\text{56}\) and the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964\(^\text{57}\) to implement racial healing has left a considerable void in reconciling post-Civil Rights racial progress within United States’s law and order. The diffusion of Black liberation struggles and the embrace of colorblindness as a normative approach to “fixing” the United States’s social issues has allowed the state to not only regain its power over the human spirit, but also reclaim its power over reproducing a political, social, and legal anti-Black agenda.\(^\text{58}\) Our failure to openly confront race and racism, like we did during the Civil Rights and Black Power Eras, has left the intersection of race and U.S. legal consciousness severely disjointed. While this silence in American public discourse has closed one dialogue, it has opened another. It has opened a

---


\(^\text{55}\) JOSEPH E. LUDERS, *THE CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT AND THE LOGIC OF SOCIAL CHANGE* xii (2010). According to Luders, the successes of the struggles in Birmingham and Selma, account for the reason “the civil rights movement has received an enormous amount of popular and scholarly attention.” *Id.*


\(^\text{58}\) I draw the phrase anti-Blackness from Professor Tryon Woods who uses the phrase to examine Frantz Fanon’s critique of the Black social condition in third-world decolonization struggles. According to Woods, “[B]lack people experience bodily punishment; they are imprisoned, harassed, beaten, or murdered; criminalized, stigmatized, tortured . . . or homeless not because of a particular political economy, nor because of national oppression or underdevelopment. . . . Rather, they are subjected to premature death because they are black, and as such, they are the violence that must be countered and expunged.” Tryon Woods, *The Fact of Anti-Blackness: Decolonization in Chiapas and the Niger River Delta*, 5 HUM. ARCHITECTURE: J. SOC. SELF-KNOWLEDGE 319, 320 (2007).
space for Hip Hop music to seriously critique what we can learn about the fallout of declaring war on Blackness.59

What began as Hip Hop more than twenty years ago as a means for providing entertainment at parties has morphed into a billion-dollar industry spanning the world globe.60 While some argue that Hip Hop has lost its way from its beginnings,61 where socially conscious rhymes were more common

59. A perfect example of rap music’s critique of the United States’s war on social issues is well documented in Tupac Shakur’s 1992 song Changes. In the song, Tupac states:

   And still I see no changes can’t a brother get a little peace
   It’s war on the streets & the war in the Middle East
   Instead of war on poverty they got a war on drugs
   so the police can bother me
   And I ain’t never did a crime I ain’t have to do
   But now I’m back with the facts givin’ it back to you
   Don’t let ’em jack you up, back you up,
   crack you up and pimp smack you up
   You gotta learn to hold ya own
   they get jealous when they see ya with ya mobile phone
   But tell the cops they can’t touch this
   I don’t trust this when they try to rush I bust this
   That’s the sound of my tool you say it ain’t cool
   my mama didn’t raise no fool
   And as long as I stay black I gotta stay strapped
   & I never get to lay back
   ‘Cause I always got to worry ‘bout the pay backs
   some punk that I roughed up way back
   comin’ back after all these years
   rat-tat-tat-tat-tat that’s the way it is uhh

2PAC, supra note 37.

60. The vast appeal and stretch of Hip Hop is well documented by National Geographic, which claims “[i]nternationally, hip-hop has emerged as the world’s favorite youth culture,” documenting the world-wide spread of rapping as an art medium and form of social and political expression. Tom Pryor, Hip Hop Music, NAT’L GEO. MUSIC, http://worldmusic.nationalgeographic.com/view/page.basic/genre/content.genre/hip_hop_730 (last visited Sept. 12, 2011). Additionally, Hip Hop music has reflected rap’s popularity. For example, the Notorious B.I.G. in his famous song Juicy claims “remember Rapping Duke, duh-ha-duh-ha, you never thought that hip hop would make it this far/ now I’m in the lime-light cause I rhyme tight . . . .” NOTORIOUS B.I.G., Juicy, on READY TO DIE (Bad Boy/Arista 1994). The reference to the Rapping Duke is to a parody on rap music by Shawn Brown, where the concept of the song is that John Wayne is rapping using braggadocio style to claim his superiority over rap music. In the song Brown says:

   So you think you’re bad, with your rap,
   Well, I’ll tell ya, pilgrim. I started the crap.
   When you were in diapers and wetting the sheets,
   I was at the Ponderosa rapping to the beat
   . . .
   Now Kurtis Blow, Run-D.M.C.,
   You haven’t heard of rap, ‘til ya heard it from me,
   I’m the baddest rapper in history
   And there’ll be no more, after me.


than the braggadocios rhymes that we hear today, this Article takes a different path. It argues that rap music’s real talent, its real branding, is its ability to affect legal consciousness and teach law to a generation of youth most affected by the U.S. wars on drugs and crime: the sons and daughters of the Black Power generation. In other words, Hip Hop’s voice, which is arguably one of the least respected art forms in U.S. legal culture, has always, and perhaps always will, be a source of social critique. Most importantly, it is one of the most prolific artistic mediums for critiquing America’s love affair with the “War on” (drugs, crime, terror) paradigm. Hip Hop critiques America’s failure to uphold constitutional ideals of justice and equality and her reproduction of the long history of Black suffering inside and outside American law. American society has generally missed

62. Noted cultural critic Roger Ebert made the following statement regarding attacks on Hip Hop:


64. See 2PAC, supra note 37.

65. A perfect example of mixing the dialog on race, politics, and the history of Black suffering is well documented in Ice Cube’s 2008 song Cold Places. In the song, Ice Cube states:

I know, it’s fucked up how they do us

Pretend they really care, but then they Jerry Lewis
that point, leaving Hip Hop misunderstood, misquoted, and misused.

In the post-Civil Rights Era, the over-incarceration of young Black males has supplied the state with a powerful legal warrant for using color as a proxy for dangerous. More importantly, American courts have followed this dominant crime-fighting paradigm by ceding more power to the state, namely the police, to employ race as a signal of increased risk of criminality. Worse, legal scholars have endorsed the prosperity of a colorblind criminal justice system as “a rational adaptation to the demographics of crime.” Paradoxically, this rational adaptation is made salient, and valid, by the rapid blackening of the prisoner population after the ghetto riots of the 1960s. The legal formula “Young + Black + Male” is routinely equated with “reasonable suspicion”—authorizing state-sponsored unconstitutional stops, searches, questioning, and seizures of thousands of African American males every year.

The presence of race, more specifically anti-Blackness, figures prominently in this legal dilemma. Consider, for example, the genesis of the modern-day stop and frisk procedure that emanated from the 1968 Supreme Court decision in *Terry v. Ohio*, which itself was colored by the race of

---

Take that money that was allocated to us
Put us in some fucked up trailers then sue us
Watchin Katrina, is worser than Ike & Tina
See New Orleans get bitchslapped by FEMA
Louisiana got racist-ass politics
Free the Jena Six (NIGGA FREE THE JENA SIX!)
Your honor, Osama, Obama
Even, yo’ momma, ain’t fuckin with my commas
They want us to quit, forget
And not give a shit about these sick-ass politics
A lunatic is in the White House
Make me wanna go do a lick right now
But they’ll make a nigga bow down
in the penitentiary, a billion dollar industry


67. See United States v. Weaver, 966 F.2d 391 (8th Cir. 1992) (allowing race as a factor in gauging reasonable suspicion); United States v. Condelee, 915 F.2d 1206 (8th Cir. 1990) (permitting race to be a factor in evaluating reasonable suspicion).


defendants John W. Terry and Richard Chilton as Black men. In the narration of the case, Terry and Chilton make several passes in front of a series of stores, peer into the windows, and then stop and talk to each other on a local corner. Witnessing this behavior, Detective Martin McFadden, a white male police officer, approached Terry and Chilton, asked them some identifying questions, and, after being dissatisfied with their responses, spun Terry around and patted down his outer clothing to discover that he was carrying a gun in his jacket pocket.

If we pause at that legal moment, John Terry, at most, is guilty of a misdemeanor crime: carrying a concealed weapon without a permit. There is no direct evidence of either his attempted robbery or that his actions were indicative of his impending decision to commit a crime. But the legal decision in Terry eventually came to stand for more. It became the entry into modern policing where otherwise innocent behavior, enhanced by race, suggests that young Black men are acting with criminal intent.

At trial, the arresting officer Detective McFadden took the witness stand to tell his version of the facts. On cross-examination his story sounded like the pronouncement of modern-day racial profiling. When asked why he decided to approach Terry and Chilton, McFadden testified that he decided to stop, question, and search Terry and Chilton because they were “negroes” and he just “didn’t like them.” He was suspicious that they were “casing” a store for robbery, although he had never in his more than thirty-nine years as a police officer arrested anyone for a robbery or witnessed someone “casing” a store for a robbery. Discarding this

71. Curiously, the Supreme Court opinion in Terry v. Ohio fails to mention that John Terry and Richard Chilton are Black, nor does it mention that Detective Martin McFadden is white. Id.

72. Id. at 5–6.

73. Id. at 5–8.


76. Id.

77. Id.

78. In 1998, the St. John’s Law Review hosted a symposium on Terry v. Ohio, and the Honorable Louis Stokes wrote an article titled Representing John W. Terry. Id. at 729. At the time, Judge Stokes was John Terry’s attorney, and he narrated the cross-examination of Detective McFadden in his article. Id. According to Judge Stokes, Detective McFadden described John Terry and Richard Chilton as “two Negroes” and claimed that he watched them because “well, to tell the truth, I just didn’t like ‘em.” Id. at 729–30.
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testimony, and in fact never mentioning in the majority opinion that race was relevant to McFadden’s suspicion, the Supreme Court, vis-à-vis Terry, avoided the salience of race in police interdictions, particularly in those instances where establishing “reasonable suspicion” is the lynchpin to the investigation.

As greater evidence of the young Black male factor affecting reasonable suspicion, the Court’s establishment of the now infamous Terry stop was also not racially neutral in relation to its social history. When the Court decided Terry in 1968, the era of Black Power was at its zenith as a social movement.79 In June 1966, SNCC President Stokely Carmichael made a “call to arms” for Black Power during the Meredith March in Greenwood, Mississippi—where civil rights leaders led a three-week-long demonstration in June 1966 to the Magnolia State’s capitol following the shooting of the activist James Meredith on the second day of his one-man “march against fear.”80 Four months later, in October 1966, Black Power’s lead organization, the Black Panther Party, was formed.81 For the next two years


preceding the *Terry* decision, Black Power activists advocated armed resistance to a long-standing de facto policy and practice of local police brutalizing, killing, and violating the constitutional rights of young Black men. For example, the launching of the Black Panthers began over the shooting death of Denzil Dowell, a young Black man suspected of stealing an automobile.\(^{82}\) When questioned about the legality of the shooting, the local sheriff told the Panthers that he not only had no intention of either investigating or disciplining the officer, but if they did not like his answer, they could take it up with the legislators in Sacramento.\(^{83}\) This prompted the Panthers to march into the Sacramento legislature’s assembly meeting, brandishing guns in protest, and it became the crowning achievement of their organization.\(^{84}\)

Additionally, the Black Power Movement set American ghettos on fire—literally and figuratively. *Terry* was decided following the long, hot summers of the mid-1960s, which yielded racial rebellions in Black American ghettos in major cities, namely Watts, Los Angeles (1965); Newark (1967); and Detroit (1967).\(^{85}\) Additionally, other Black Power organizations, namely Black protection organizations such as the Deacons for Defense and Justice, were in full operation and actively working side-by-side to protect civil rights protestors from white vigilante violence as marchers attempted to legally change the racial status quo.\(^{86}\) Finally, the government was directly complicit in the violence through the FBI’s COINTELPRO operations designed to assault the Black body and spirit.\(^{87}\) In

---


83. AUSTIN, *supra* note 81, at 78.

84. See id. at xi-xiv; see also Armed Negroes Protest Gun Bill: 30 Black Panthers Invade Sacramento Legislature, N.Y. TIMES, May 3, 1967, at 23.

85. For an excellent discussion on the factual and political significance of the Watts, Newark, and Detroit riots, see Albert Bergesen, *Official Violence During the Watts, Newark, and Detroit Race Riots of the 1960s, in A Political Analysis of Deviance* 138, 138–74 (Pat Lauderdale ed., 1980).


87. See generally NELSON BLACKSTOCK, COINTELPRO: THE FBI’S SECRET WAR ON POLITICAL FREEDOM (1988); WARD CHURCHILL & JIM VANDER WALL, THE COINTELPRO PAPERS: DOCUMENTS FROM THE FBI’S SECRET WARS AGAINST DISSENT IN THE UNITED STATES
other words, the Supreme Court decided *Terry* with race very much on its mind—how could it not? Race was everywhere then, and it remains everywhere now.

In the decades since *Terry*, however, the standard for reasonable suspicion has reached new lows. The steady lowering of the threshold of evidence required to satisfy *Terry*’s reasonable suspicion standard means that Fourth Amendment privacy rights have all but dissipated. And in many respects they have dragged the legal existence of young Black men deeper asunder. Since the Court’s pronouncement in *Illinois v. Gates* of a “totality of circumstances” standard in evaluating police investigations, racial factors, such as ethnic stereotypes, have become more salient in determinations of criminal activity. Under the *Gates* standard, modern courts take non-probative facts, which they admit do not individually establish reasonable suspicion, and add them together to justify police interdiction. In other words, the courts rely on mathematical analysis to arrive at mathematical nonsense: where $0 + 0 + 0 + 0 = $ reasonable suspicion. More troubling, those “zero factors” can take otherwise innocent


91. One of the best examples of this point is illustrated in *United States v. Prandy-Binett*, United States v. Prandy-Binett, 995 F.2d. 1069 (D.C. Cir. 1993). In *Prandy-Binett*, the defendant was approached and stopped at Union Station for suspicion of couriers of drugs. *Id.* at 1069–70. In the case, the police claimed that they believed there was a fair probability of criminal activity by Prandy-Binnett based on the following factors: 1) he arrived from a “source city” (from New York to Washington, D.C.); 2) he was walking faster than others departing the train; 3) he moved rapidly when he made eye contact with “plainclothes” officers; 4) he claimed he traveled from New Jersey, but the ticket actually stated the trip originated at Penn Station in New York; 5) his ticket was a one way ticket paid for in cash; 6) he said he lived in Washington, D.C. but produced a Maryland driver’s license; 7) he carried a “cloth” tote or gym bag; and 8) he spent the week working in New Jersey with little luggage or change of clothes. *Id.* Not only is it entirely possible for alternative explanations for all of those factors, a fair evaluation of them—even in their totality—fails to produce one instance of criminal wrongdoing. Yet the officers produced this information to the
behavior and criminalize it through the lens of race.\textsuperscript{92} Worse, courts are not only comfortable with the progression of the war on crime in this manner, but have become as bold as to incorporate—and publish—these racist factors into their opinions.\textsuperscript{93}

Consider the following two cases. In \textit{United States v. Condelee}, the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals upheld the search of Chareou Caprice Condelee based on a DEA officer’s evaluation of her conduct during her routine airplane travel.\textsuperscript{94} According to the officer, who had seventeen years of experience, Ms. Condelee exhibited several factors that were sufficient to create suspicion that she was trafficking drugs.\textsuperscript{95} Those factors were: (1) that she was traveling with only carry-on luggage; (2) that she was very nervous during a consensual search; (3) that she attempted to conceal contents of her purse from a (male) agent; and (4) that her purse made a loud noise when placed on a nearby trashcan.\textsuperscript{96} However, most disturbing, and what actually drew the officer’s attention to Ms. Condelee, was the final factor: that she was a “black woman [who] was stylishly dressed.”\textsuperscript{97}

Two years later, the Eighth Circuit again found reasonable suspicion in \textit{United States v. Weaver} because, among other things, Mr. Arthur Weaver was a “‘roughly dressed’ . . . black male,” traveling directly from Los Angeles to Kansas City, who had lost his plane ticket during the flight and walked too quickly to a taxicab upon exiting the plane.\textsuperscript{98} Interestingly, in both cases, although separated by two years, the same arresting officer, Agent Carl Hicks, used race to take otherwise nondescript behavior and criminalize it in order to justify his reasonable suspicion.\textsuperscript{99} More simply,
since the war on crime has always been framed as a war on Blackness, and vice-versa, the Eighth Circuit comfortably relied on race as a factor in ruling on whether an officer’s suspicion of criminal activity was reasonable.

While the Eighth Circuit’s explicit use of a race factor in establishing reasonable suspicion is indeed troubling, it is far from a singular moment in Fourth Amendment jurisprudence. Particularly, the Supreme Court has not lagged far behind. In Illinois v. Warlow, the Court upheld the search of William “Sam” Wardlow after an officer detained and searched him following a foot chase on the South Side of Chicago.\(^\text{100}\) While en route to another part of Wardlow’s high crime neighborhood, the officers became suspicious when Wardlow purportedly looked at their vehicle and began to run.\(^\text{101}\) According to the officers, Wardlow’s flight was enough to establish reasonable suspicion that he was engaging in criminal activity.\(^\text{102}\) The Court, however, disagreed with the officer’s statement of reasonable suspicion—yet still upheld the search.\(^\text{103}\) Writing for a 5–4 majority, Justice Rehnquist ruled that while evasive behavior, in this case running, and mere presence in a high crime neighborhood were individually insufficient to establish reasonable suspicion, the two activities taken together justified police interdiction.\(^\text{104}\) In other words, running plus a mere presence in a high crime area establish the reasonable suspicion that Sam Wardlow was engaging in criminal activity.\(^\text{105}\) Of course, one should note that “high crime neighborhood” is code for poor Black ghetto.\(^\text{106}\)

of the eight submitted by Agent Hicks, was that Mr. Weaver “was a roughly dressed young black male who might be a member of a Los Angeles street gang that had been bringing narcotics into the Kansas City area.” Id. at 392 (emphasis added). The only value to support Agent Hicks’s claim was that Mr. Weaver had taken a flight from Los Angeles to Kansas City. See id.

101. Id. at 121–22.
102. Id. at 121.
103. Id. at 124.
104. Id.
106. See David A. Harris, Factors for Reasonable Suspicion: When Black and Poor Means Stopped and Frisked, 69 IND. L.J. 659, 677 (1994) (“In fact, the terms ‘inner city neighborhood’ and ‘high-crime area’ are synonymous for many Americans, including many of the regular participants in the criminal justice process.”); Margaret Raymond, Down on the Corner, Out in the Street: Considering the Character of the Neighborhood in Evaluating Reasonable Suspicion, 60 OHIO ST. L.J. 99, 137 n.115, 137–38 (1999) (quoting Harris, supra, at 677) (“These neighborhoods tend to be poorer, older, and less able to support jobs and infrastructure than either city neighborhoods more
With respect to race, Wardlow is especially troubling because it allows the police to take otherwise non-criminal behavior (movement) and criminalize it based on where it is being committed: poor Black communities. The decades following Terry, Condelee, Weaver, Wardlow, and their ilk have yielded a new standard that suggests that race, clothes, travel, and neighborhood are now salient indicators of modern crime. According to Professor David Harris, this standard “begins and perpetuates a cycle of mistrust and suspicion, a feeling that law enforcement harasses African Americans and Hispanic Americans with Terry stops as a way of controlling [minority] communities.”

Professor Harris is correct—Terry and the reasonable suspicion standard not only “strengthen the impression that this country has two justice systems, one for whites and one for minorities,” but also that the war on social issues will continue to be situated and enforced as a war on Blackness.

III. HIP HOP AND THE FOURTH AMENDMENT: A NARRATIVE ON LAW AND POLICING

I want to now turn to my reading of Hip Hop artist KRS-One, whose moniker stands for “Knowledge Reigns Supreme,” in order to show how rap music uses art to dialogue and openly critique law, race, and the Fourth Amendment. Here, I show the connective fissures of race and legal consciousness during the early years of Hip Hop. I use KRS-One to center my critique for three main reasons. First, to show how for a significant moment in time Hip Hop represented the highest form of legal consciousness, defined by Patricia Ewick and Susan S. Sibley as “ways in which ordinary people - rather than legal professionals - understand and make sense of the law.” Notably, in these early years Hip Hop and Critical Race Theory traveled the same path: a conscious liberation from state power by attacking the same theme (racism in American law) using the same
distant from the urban core or suburban locations . . . .”); see also Albert J. Reiss, Jr., How Serious Is Serious Crime?, 35 VAND. L. REV. 541, 572 (1982) (“Residents of high-crime areas share certain characteristics of socioeconomic status, race, and age composition; they are likely to be black, low in socioeconomic status, and relatively young in age.”).

107. Harris, supra note 106, at 660.

108. Id.


critical methodology (intellectual narrative).\textsuperscript{111} Second, KRS-One is significant because of his body of work. His most familiar songs—\textit{Criminal Minded},\textsuperscript{112} \textit{Black Cop},\textsuperscript{113} and my personal favorite, \textit{Sound of da Police}\textsuperscript{114}—are some of the earliest expressions of “conscious rap” during the early years of Hip Hop.\textsuperscript{115} Finally, KRS-One does something more than most of current Hip Hop: he actively, as part of his rap persona, seeks to teach history and philosophy through his lyrical styles, thereby justifying his self-proclamation as the \textit{Teacha}\textsuperscript{116} and supporting his popular songs like \textit{You Must Learn}\textsuperscript{117} and \textit{My Philosophy}.\textsuperscript{118}

\textsuperscript{111} cummings, \textit{A Furious Kinship}, supra note 63 (stating that Critical Race Theory and Hip Hop, both born from the social movements of the 1970s, share the same historiographical and intellectual space to give a voice to oppressed and disposed peoples); see generally \textsc{Kimberle Crenshaw et al., \textit{Critical Race Theory: The Key Writings That Formed the Movement}} (1996). While the work of Critical Race scholarship is vast and varied, the “red book,” as it is popularly known, was one of the first collections of essays on race and the law. See also \textsc{Richard Delgado, \textit{Critical Race Theory: The Cutting Edge}} (2d ed. 1991); \textsc{Richard Delgado, \textit{Critical Race Theory: An Introduction}} (2001). According to Delgado, “Critical Race Theory sprang up in the mid-1970s, as a number of lawyers, activists, and legal scholars across the country realized, more or less simultaneously, that the heady advances of the civil rights era of the 1960s had stalled and, in many respects, were being rolled back.” \textit{Id}. at 3–4.

\textsuperscript{112} \textsc{Boogie Down Productions, \textit{Criminal Minded, on Criminal Minded}} (B-Boy Records 1987).

\textsuperscript{113} \textsc{KRS-One, \textit{Black Cop, on Return of the Boom Bap}} (Jive Records 1993).

\textsuperscript{114} \textsc{KRS-One, supra note 1}.

\textsuperscript{115} For an excellent discussion on rap as art and ideology, see \textsc{Imani Perry, \textit{Prophets of the Hood: The Politics and Poetics in Hip Hop}} 38–58 (2004); \textsc{Tricia Rose, \textit{Black Noise: Rap Music and Black Culture in Contemporary America}} 99–124 (1994).

\textsuperscript{116} \textsc{KRS-One \& Marley Marl, \textit{Teacha’s Back, on Hip Hop Lives}} (Koch Records 2007). In the first verse of the song, KRS-One states:

\begin{quote}
The teacher’s back, the heat is back
Had to chill for a minute so you could see what was whack
Rappers enter the game to increase they stack
No skill, no style, man please step back
This that real real raw raw rah rah rappin
We started off street, now you pop, what’s happenin?
You callin me contradictory
Yet I’m the most consistent MC in rap’s history
Is that the mic give it to me; hip-hop it’s livin in me
I smack rappers in they mouth deliberately
KRS-One, I really MC
I’m the difference between real and Music TV - GO!!
\end{quote}

\textit{Id}.

\textsuperscript{117} \textsc{Boogie Down Productions, \textit{You Must Learn, on Ghetto Music: The Blueprint of Hip Hop}} (Jive Records 1989).

\textsuperscript{118} \textsc{Boogie Down Productions, \textit{My Philosophy, on By All Means Necessary}} (Jive
But it is his groundbreaking song, *Sound of da Police*, where KRS-One walks us through the first stage of Hip Hop’s critical musings on colorblindness and state power by issuing a powerful critique of the nature of Black alienation in a society experiencing change and challenge in the post-Civil Rights Era.  

Although much of the criticism of Hip Hop has centered largely on the violence present in its word—the racism, homophobia, misogyny, drug dealing, and financial irresponsibility—*Sound of da Police* claims no ownership. Rather, the song investigates the struggle of Black existentialism within a system of American criminal justice that appropriates colorblindness as an interpretative strategy for understanding the disjointed character of Black double consciousness under American law. Using policing and Black existence as a backdrop, the song suggests how Black identity remains problematized and even fragmented by the law in the post-Civil Rights Era. KRS-One explains this in his first verse:

> Stand clear! Don man a-talk  
> You can’t stand where I stand, you can’t walk where I walk.  
> Watch out! We run New York,  
> Police man come, we bust him out the park.  
> I know this for a fact, you don’t like how I act  
> You claim I’m sellin’ crack  
> But you be doin’ that  
> I’d rather say “see ya” Cause I would never be ya  
> Be a officer? You WICKED overseer!  
> Ya hotshot, wanna get props and be a saviour  
> First show a little respect, change your behavior  
> Change your attitude, change your plan  
> There could never really be justice on stolen land  
> Are you really for peace and equality?  
> Or when my car is hooked up, you know you wanna follow me  
> Your laws are minimal  
> Cause you won’t even think about looking at the real criminal  
> This has got to cease

---

From Black Power to Hip Hop

Cause we be getting HYPED to the sound of da police!122

Using Hip Hop, KRS-One narrates how policing Black people is actually the cornerstone of anti-Blackness under American law. Although African Americans are, arguably, protected by the U.S. Constitution to the same degree as whites, KRS-One claims that those “laws are minimal,” meaning they fail to protect Black freedom from police oppression.123 According to KRS-One, this is possible because the police “won’t even think about looking at the real criminal,” by which he means the police themselves.124 Worse, civil rights organizations, which were once the hallmark of Black liberation and freedom from legal oppression, are struggling to find modern ways of effectively managing police practices.125 The ability to sue police, departmentally and individually, has become so bootstrapped with legal protections that it is nearly impossible to prevail in a civil lawsuit challenging oppressive police practices. Between departmental cover-ups,126 police protocol and training policies, and the creation of legal protections in the Good Faith Doctrine127 and Qualified Immunity,128 legal

122. KRS-ONE, supra note 1.

123. See id.

124. Id.


vindication against police violence is Sisyphean: an endless, unavailing labor or task. Further, post-Civil Rights juries continue to encourage bad police behavior through outright acquittals in criminal trials involving police brutality or reward the same through the reinstatement of rogue cops to their jobs, with the added insult of back pay.

The conflation of Blackness and criminality is not limited to the perimeter of the urban core; rather, its pervasiveness stretches into non-Black communities as well. In other communities, the police have extended and the courts have endorsed the “out-of-place” practice of reasonable suspicion, which permits a police officer to find suspicious a person of one ethnicity in an area primarily populated by another. Thus, when Blacks enter white neighborhoods, their race becomes the outward indicator of potential criminal activity and justifies stopping, questioning, searching, and in some cases murdering them. Similarly, when whites enter the ghetto, the police either assume that they are engaged in criminal activity, typically as consumers of drugs or prostitution, or that they are lost or in need of help.

---


129. ETHEL HAMILTON, *MYTHOLOGY* 439–40 (1998). In Greek mythology, Sisyphus was a king punished by being compelled to roll a large boulder up a steep hill, only to have it roll back down and to repeat it throughout eternity. *Id.* To reference something as Sisyphean is claim that it is an endless and resultless task.

130. *See, e.g.*, Allison Steele, *Punishment Cut for 8 Officers in Televised Beating*, PHILA. INQUIRER, Mar. 13, 2010, http://www.philly.com/philly/news/20100313_Punishment_cut_for_8_officers_in_televised_beating.html. In Philadelphia, eight police officers were videotaped by news cameras viciously beating, kicking, and punching three African American men after stopping their car. *Id.* They were originally suspended, but a grand jury determined that the officers used no more force than necessary to effectuate the arrest, reinstated their positions, and awarded them back pay. *Id.* To view the video, and judge the amount of force yourself, see *Grand Jury Frees Philly Cops* (FOX television broadcast Aug. 7, 2009), available at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FRO6IQRP66g (last visited Oct. 11, 2011).

131. *See the most classic example of this practice and its practical consequences is the case of Johnny Gammage*, a black motorist killed in 1995 after being stopped while driving a Jaguar in an all-white Pittsburgh suburb. *Timeline: Events in the Johnny Gammage Case*, PITTSBURGH POST-GAZETTE, Oct. 12, 2005, http://www.post-gazette.com/pg/05285/586622.stm. Gammage was driving a vehicle that belonged to his cousin, NFL player Ray Seals, and was suffocated when officers placed him on the ground and put their knees on his back, cutting off his breathing. *Id.*

132. andré douglas pond cummings, Professor, W. Va. Univ. Coll. of Law, Address at the University of Iowa *Journal of Gender, Race & Justice* Symposium: All Eyez on Me: The War on Drugs and the Prison Industrial Complex (Mar. 4, 2011). In the opening to his presentation, Professor cummings shared a personal narrative of how Chicago police suspected that he, a white male, was purchasing or trafficking drugs after he drove into an inner-city housing project to pick up some children who were students in his after-school reading program. *Id.* After the violent encounter with the officers, which involved shouting and illegally searching his vehicle, he finally revealed that
The “out-of-place” practice of reasonable suspicion applied in both communities and random investigatory stops and street sweeps applied in Black ones indicates how race is often the sole factor in deciding which criminal suspects to detain. As writer John Edgar Wideman points out:

It’s respectable to tar and feather criminals, to advocate locking them up and throwing away the key. It’s not racist to be against crime, even though the archetypal criminal in the media and the public imagination almost always wears “Willie” Horton’s face. Gradually, “urban” and “ghetto” have become code words for terrible places where only [B]lacks reside. Prison is rapidly being re-lexified in the same segregated fashion.

The courts’ widespread acceptance of race as probative of criminal activity and the steady erosion of the reasonable suspicion standard set by the judiciary’s racist interpretations of Terry v. Ohio produce one surety: poor, urban Blacks will always find themselves caught in the clutches of the penal system in numbers and with an intensity far disproportionate to their criminal involvement. In this regard, the conflation of Blackness and crime, as collective representations of justice policy, remakes race and reactivates racism by re-legitimating racism in American law and order.

In the post-Civil Rights Era, this current expression of anti-Black animus takes the form of public vituperation of young Black men as criminals and violent deviants. Here, modern policing draws on slave and Jim Crow paradigms.
for policing Black communities. This is what KRS-One means when he claims the police act as modern day overseers of state power vexed against Black freedom.

Now here’s a likkle truth,
Open up your eye
While you’re checking out the boom-bap, check the exercise
Take the word “overseer,” like a sample
Repeat it very quickly in a crew for example
Overseer
Overseer
Overseer
Overseer
Officer, Officer, Officer, Officer!
Yeah, officer from overseer
You need a little clarity?
Check the similarity!
The overseer rode around the plantation
The officer is off paroling all the nation
The overseer could stop you what you’re doing
The officer will pull you over just when he’s pursuing
The overseer had the right to get ill
And if you fought back, the overseer had the right to kill
The officer has the right to arrest
And if you fight back they put a hole in your chest!

Unlike the first verse of Sound of da Police, KRS-One uses his second verse to ask for an explanation about police rather than make a statement about it. Specifically, he wants to know why Blacks are policed more heavily than whites. Hefty resources are spent on overseeing the Black

---

138. See ALEXANDER, supra note 27. As Alexander plainly states, “[r]ather than rely on race, we use our criminal justice system to label people of color ‘criminals’ and then engage in all the practices we supposedly left behind [during the era of Jim Crow]. Today it is perfectly legal to discriminate against criminals in nearly all the ways that it was once legal to discriminate against African Americans.” Id. at 2.

139. See KRS-ONE, supra note 1.

140. Id.

population in ways that place Blacks and the police at ideological odds: freedom vs. repression, survival vs. destruction. Perhaps KRS-One recognizes these ideological odds, analogizing plantation overseers to modern police overseers:

(Woop!) They both ride horses
After 400 years, I’ve got no choices!
The police them have a little gun
So when I’m on the streets, I walk around with a bigger one
(Woop-woop!) I hear it all day
Just so they can run the light and be upon their way.

KRS-One’s reference to how the police “oversee” Black men is rooted in current policing’s reaffirmation of the omnipotence of a legal Leviathan in the restricted domain of public order maintenance, symbolized by continuous battles against street delinquency. For example, Broken Windows styles of policing, which focuses on enforcing minor petty offenses such as jaywalking, loitering, or vagrancy, is used by the modern metropolis to address major political dysfunction within local communities. Instead, however, it only succeeds at encouraging anti-

142. Schwartz, supra note 89 (citing James Q. Wilson, Just Take Away Their Guns, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 20, 1994, (Magazine), at 47). Wilson is a strong proponent of Broken Windows styles of policing, which proposes that maintenance-order policing is the best way to fight the blight of urban crime. See infra note 144.

143. KRS-One, supra note 1.

144. Broken Windows Thesis (BWT) was developed by criminologists George Kelling and James Q. Wilson in 1982 to explain a theory for crime deviance and maintenance-order policing. According to BWT, crime follows a developmental sequence from non-serious disorder to serious crimes. Failure to fix broken windows in a community communicates disorder and thereby, leads to crime. However, fixing the broken windows produces the exact opposite: communicates order, and either prevents or preempts more serious crimes. Therefore, the focus of Broken Windows styles of policing is on minor, petty offenses that impact the quality of life in economically distressed communities. Addressing the misdemeanors allows the more serious crimes to “take care of themselves.” See, e.g., George L. Kelling & James Q. Wilson, Broken Windows: The Police and Neighborhood Safety, ATLANTIC MONTHLY, Mar. 1982, at 29–38. However, there are serious conceptual flaws related to BWT, namely that, although the theory has a kind of intuitiveness, there is no evidence for the developmental sequence upon which it relies: disorder does not produce crime. The focus of BWT is on the visible signs of decay and disorder, rather than the actual danger or safety, which leaves law enforcement to police citizen’s perceptions. Finally, since the police do not repair houses or conduct renovation work in the community, it is imperative to translate BWT into human terms: policing “broken” people, such as disorderly people, or persons who otherwise represent the stereotypical signs of decay, disorder, and danger—namely young Black men. For scholars’ critique of BWT, see D.W. Miller, Poking Holes in the Theory of ‘Broken Windows,’ CHRON. HIGHER EDUC. Feb. 9, 2001, at A14; Jeffrey Fagan & Garth Davies, Street Stops and Broken Windows: Terry, Race, and Disorder in New York City, 28 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 457 (2000); Gary Stewart, Black Codes and Broken Windows: The Legacy of Racial Hegemony in Anti-Gang Civil Injunctions, 107 YALE L.J. 2249 (1998); Bernard E. Harcourt, Reflecting on the Subject: A Critique of the Social Influence Conception of Deterrence, the Broken Windows Theory, and Order-Maintenance Policing New York Style, 97 MICH. L. REV. 291 (1998).
Black policing and prosecutions. An example of this policing style and its use is the City of Chicago’s attempts to employ anti-gang statutes to sweep Black communities, in an effort to “move along” groups of three or four Black men who loiter. Although this practice was encouraged by Chicago’s political machine, namely local and state governments,

145. Samuel Walker, Broken Windows and Fractured History: The Use and Misuse of History in Recent Police Patrol Analysis, 1 JUST. Q. 75 (1984); Bernard E. Harcourt & Jens Ludwig, Broken Windows: New Evidence from New York City and the Five-City Social Experiment, 73 U. CHI. L. REV. 271 (2006). For greater insight into precisely how BWT fails to prevent crime and, in fact, creates more crime, see Reed Collins, Strolling While Poor: How Broken-Window Policing Created a New Crime in Baltimore, 14 GEO. J. ON POVERTY L. & POL’Y 419 (2007). Also see the recent story of Racquel Nelson, who lost her son to a hit-and-run driver while jaywalking across a busy Marietta, Georgia street. See Radley Balko, Grieving Mother Faces 36 Months in Jail for Jaywalking After Son Is Killed by Hit-and-Run Driver, HUFFINGTON POST, July 7, 2011, http://www.huffingtonpost.com/radley-balko/raquel-nelson-jail-for-jaywalking_b_905925.html. The driver, Jerry Guy, who was later located, admitted to drinking, taking painkillers, and being mostly blind in one eye. Id. Guy had already been convicted for two previous hit-and-run incidents and was sentenced to five years in prison for his commission of the crime—though he served only six months. Id. After news of the tragic incident appeared in the Atlanta Journal and Constitution, the Georgia Solicitor General’s office charged Ms. Nelson with three misdemeanors: jaywalking, homicide by vehicle, and reckless conduct. Id. She was convicted by an all-white jury and faces up to three years in prison for her crime. Id.

146. See City of Chicago v. Morales, 527 U.S. 41, 47 n.2 (1999) (citing Chicago Municipal Code § 8-4-015 (1992)). In 1992, the Chicago City Council enacted the Gang Congregation Ordinance, which prohibits “criminal street gang members” from “loitering” with one another or with other persons in any public place. Id. The ordinance stated:

(a) Whenever a police officer observes a person whom he reasonably believes to be a criminal street gang member loitering in any public place with one or more other persons, he shall order all such persons to disperse and remove themselves from the area. Any person who does not promptly obey such an order is in violation of this section.

(b) It shall be an affirmative defense to an alleged violation of this section that no person who was observed loitering was in fact a member of a criminal street gang.

(c) As used in this Section:

(1) ‘Loiter’ means to remain in any one place with no apparent purpose.

(2) ‘Criminal street gang’ means any ongoing organization, association in fact or group of three or more persons, whether formal or informal, having as one of its substantial activities the commission of one or more of the criminal acts enumerated in paragraph (3), and whose members individually or collectively engage in or have engaged in a pattern of criminal gang activity.

. . . .

(5) ‘Public place’ means the public way and any other location open to the public, whether publicly or privately owned.

(e) Any person who violates this Section is subject to a fine of not less than $100 and not more than $500 for each offense, or imprisonment for not more than six months, or both.

In addition to or instead of the above penalties, any person who violates this section may be required to perform up to 120 hours of community service pursuant to section 1-4-120 of this Code.

Id. Jesus Morales, who was arrested under the ordinance and was not even a gang member, sued to have the ordinance declared unconstitutional under the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment of the United States Constitution. See id.
prosecutors, and the judiciary, this style of policing was ultimately declared unconstitutional by the United States Supreme Court in *Chicago v. Morales*. Speaking for the Court, Justice Stevens declared that “broad sweeps [of the law] violate the requirement that a legislature establish minimum guidelines to govern law enforcement” and any ordinance that “encompasses a great deal of harmless behavior” is unconstitutional.

Curiously, this happens just when poverty-stricken Black communities demonstrate an inability to stem the decomposition of wage labor or to bridle the hypermobility of global capital and fall victim to urban gentrification. This is not mere coincidence. Rather, it is “common sense,” a way of comprehending, explaining, and acting in the world, but only to the extent that we invest our morphology with racial meaning.

Because American legal elites have converted to the ideology of colorblind formalistic approaches to the law and state elites have either reduced or abandoned their work in those legal and social matters affecting their most distressed constituencies, the post-Civil Rights America finds itself

147. *Id.* at 41.

148. *Id.*

149. Scott C. McDonald, *Does Gentrification Affect Crime Rates?, 8 CRIME & JUST. 163* (1986) (arguing that gentrification leads to some eventual reduction in personal crime rates but that it has no significant effect on rates of property crime); Richard Shaffer & Neil Smith, *The Gentrification of Harlem?, 76 ANNALS ASS’N AM. GEOGRAPHERS 347* (1986) (arguing that urban gentrification in Harlem will displace black residents at the expense of the wealthy white elite).


curiously comforted by an ideology that reduces young Black men to a sole criminal dimension.\footnote{154}

IV. CONCLUSION

Focusing on the “long fetch”\footnote{155} of Black suffering that emanates from the era of Black Power, this Article claims that understanding the present state of anti-Blackness in modern policing and the trajectory of Fourth Amendment analysis, which currently authorizes racial stereotypes in (de)establishing privacy rights, is critical to reconciling the specter of legal violence against young Black men. While the Black Power Era was a period of Black self-determination,\footnote{156} the post-Civil Rights Era, which has been recognized as the Hip Hop Era, has witnessed the rise of the American gangster—emanating from the government, extending to its citizens.\footnote{157}

Understanding how legal proclivities on race and criminal justice induce narratives that emanate from Black Power and influence rap music is important because it reveals how the contemporary dialogue championing


\footnote{155. Lipsitz, supra note 40, at vii–xxv (2007). According to Lipsitz, the “long fetch” of music is analogous to the “long fetch” of ocean waves—where distance between a wave’s point of origin and its point of arrival is dictated by many outside factors such as wind speed, atmosphere, and the power of the currents hidden beneath the sea, whereas in music, it is the hidden histories that form, contain, and constrain the trajectory or the genre. The “long fetch” of Black suffering actually encompasses the violence of law and order on Black liberation movements ranging as far back as slavery, but more poignantly during the era of Black Power. See Robinson, supra note 33, at 123–55; see also George Fredrickson, BLACK LIBERATION: A COMPARATIVE HISTORY OF BLACK IDEOLOGIES IN THE UNITED STATES AND SOUTH AFRICA 277–319 (1995).}

\footnote{156. See Kwame Ture & Charles V. Hamilton, BLACK POWER: THE POLITICS OF LIBERATION IN AMERICA (1992). According to Ture, “[i]f the traditional civil rights movement was clearly in the ranks of a liberal-progressive orientation . . . some advocates of Black Power could easily conclude . . . [s]ince the national government removed the legal barriers to advancement, the task was then up to blacks themselves to devote more of their energies and resources to helping themselves. They needed to engage more in ‘self-help’ and seek to develop organizations and institutions that would rely less on government “handouts” and more on their own intra-communal efforts.” Id. at 208 (emphasis omitted).}

\footnote{157. American Gangster was the title of rap artist Jay-Z’s tenth studio album and first concept album inspired by the historiography of Frank Lucas, a real-life gangster in Harlem who smuggled drugs into the United States using airplanes returning home from the Vietnam War. See JAY-Z, AMERICAN GANGSTER (Rock-A-Fella Records 2007). Lucas’s story was memorialized in a 2007 film directed by Ridley Scott and starring Denzel Washington (as Lucas) and Russell Crowe (as the New Jersey police detective Richie Roberts who eventually caught Lucas), titled American Gangster. See AMERICAN GANGSTER (Universal Pictures 2007). Jay-Z’s album provided the soundtrack for the movie, the songs mirroring the narrative in the movie. See JAY-Z, supra.}
the successes of the Civil Rights Era fails to account for the hidden history of America’s protracted war on Black liberation. Further, missing these historical connections prevents public recognition that modern interpretations and applications of the Fourth Amendment have not only changed post-Civil Rights policing, but also retrenched anti-Blackness in everyday legal parlance.

While there is much fallout from the war on Black Power, namely the over-incarceration of young Black men, police brutality, unconstitutional searches and seizures, and racial profiling, there exists one more: the problem of honestly narrating race and law in a colorblind world. Simply put, Hip Hop artists have replaced the political visionaries of the Black Power Era as the voices of resistance to, and freedom from, racial and political oppression deeply embedded within American law. Recognizing the rise of Hip Hop, and rap music, as part of the fallout from the war on Black Power helps us clearly see how stories of law and order shifted from the soapbox poets of Black Power to the street poets of Hip Hop. In this space, Hip Hop’s shifting discourse on law takes a decidedly different form: where reading or listening to rap music reveals how the fallout of the war on crime and the war on drugs exposes the deep connections between Black social existence and transformation within American law.

158. See KENNETH O’REILLY, RACIAL MATTERS: THE FBI’S SECRET FILE ON BLACK AMERICA, 1960–1972 (1989). In chapter eight of O’Reilly’s book, titled “Black Hate,” he claims that FBI director focused his attention on Black social movements at the end of the Red Scare. According to O’Reilly, “Hoover mobilized the FBI to smash the vanguard (black political activists of liberal or radical views) and to keep track of the masses (the everyday people who lived in black communities).” Id. at 261. Chapter nine of O’Reilly’s book, titled “The Only Good Panther [is a Dead Panther],” narrates that “[h]ly June 1969 [less than three years after the Black Panther Party was officially formed] the [Federal] Bureau [of Investigation] was investigating all forty-two Panthers chapters and approximately 1,200 members and sympathizers in order ‘to obtain evidence of possible violation of Federal and local laws.’” Id. at 298. The investigations yielded more than 348 Panthers arrested on murder, armed robbery, rape, bank robbery, drug trafficking, burglary, and dozens other charges.” Id. at 297.

159. Haney López, Colorblind, supra note 4, at 808.

160. According to rap artist Jay-Z, context in rap music is important to understanding the historical narrative underscoring certain songs. In his song, Lucifer, the lyrics “Lord forgive him, he got them dark forces in him, but he also got a righteous case for sinning. Them a murder me so I got to murder them,” are actually a narrative on the infamous shooting death of rap icon Christopher Wallace better known as the Notorious B.I.G., or Biggie Smalls. See JAY-Z, LUCIFER, ON THE BLACK ALBUM (Roc-A-Fella Records 2003). In his interview with MTV News, Jay-Z explains, “A song like ‘Lucifer,’ it’s really about the struggle and really about dealing with death and having that feeling. The evil is inside of you, not this mythical character with pitchforks and things like that. Dealing with a feeling of wanting revenge.” Jayson Rodriguez, JAY-Z ‘Decoded’ Songs Like ‘Lucifer’ To Give Rap ‘Context’: MC’s New Book Explains that Black Album Song Was About Biggie’s Murder, MTV.COM NEWS (Nov. 16, 2010), http://www.mtv.com/news/articles/1652408/jayz-decoded-songs-like-lucifer-give-rap-context.jhtml.